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librarians hate each other
because their pages make sounds
because they have quirks at the circulation desk
because they make intentional crunches when they eat pretzels
because they read different literature
because
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slab foundation
poured cement
nor basement
the tornado
the slab foundation remains
regardless the coins
within
near the rebar
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heteroclitic
upon the varied aspects of the clitic
the aesthetician croce and
name dropping and language dropping
heteroclitic-ism
an italian and published in english
nineteen o nine [nineteen fifty six]
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the shapelessness of immaterial
is warrant to metaphor
an absence of shape is a geometric absence
nor color
for there were no material to paint

I interpret
upon the last and
a compounds of lastness are to the next

what it is I inherit like memory
may be a biological question

and a rainbow has no shape
but for sight
and a dream has no recognizable shape
I interpret

and a cloud
the shape of a cloud
I was first introduced to a cloud
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ethical theft and ecoterrorism
the loaf of bread could have been a seven grain loaf and
the man counted five quarters in his hand
purchased the wonder bread instead
stole eight packets of honey from the deli area
beach access because the family had a cooler and an umbrella and a blanket and
towels and it was a nice day and they paid taxes and the rope and the sign
should not have been there
what can be stolen ethically
starbucks wifi after operating hours because a wifi range extends beyond a
parking lot
mcdonalds wifi after operating hours because a wifi range extends beyond a
parking lot

_

I could pull invasive mustard plants from the ground all day
they would return next year
and I do not call ladybugs as asian beetles whether they are or no
and it is no resistance to say I will bicycle in the interest of the planet
it is just
ethanol gums engines
and electric vehicles derive their power from what exterior source
were it a dam with a crack painted on the side for publicity many years ago or
were the idea of dam destruction more explicit in edward abbeys _monkey wrench
gang_
a return to a natural state
and were it ecoterrorism to plant trees
were they in a row
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and a trail that may prevent a wanders off a beaten path may be an invitation
to a sensitive wildlife area
within a vehicle traveling
nor radio
a clutch nor longer for fifteen years
out of the window
a passing trees
a paved highway dotted and every eighth mile reflector marked
a bridge
sentiment and context
most often both sides of a river have a same habitat
and a clouds in one of two directions
traveling an hour for spaghetti
appetitive spaghetti
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I had a bicycle I called a bike
and several
I had a motorcycle others' may or may not have referred to as bike
I continued to call my motorcycle a motorcycle
I sold my motorcycle
I call my bike a bicycle
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amythical nature
were there a cure for a mythical nature
to include that which is unknown and to include that which is overly known
as exterior
as
nor a cure
perhaps a negative poem to say
I do not know everything
and lore
and fables
and stories
and poems
and religion
and art
[...]
started when and
intentional
[because]
an
amythics is without
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hardware
a teleology of experimenting with melting soft metals
to melt copper to melt gold to melt silver to melt lead
interesting to observe a liquid metallurgical form
nor include mercury which is liquid at room temperature though considered a
metal
[thermometers]
a melting point for each metal and a solid form becomes a liquid
interesting to cause
I had a ring in mind were my interest in melting gold point nine nine nine
purchased a graphite crucible and various torches
a teleology of experimenting with melting soft metals
were a ring in my interest and
a liquification of metal were interesting though the jewelry

true value hardware clean your drawers re brass screws of different sizes and
shininesses in one designated categorical box
because
I spent an unnecessary moment gathering twenty screws from three separate boxes
in the same drawer to find the twenty decorative brass screws priced each at
sixty nine cents per
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the nature of conversation
requires language
requires two people

and
silence is silence

_

in an undergraduate psychology course though not
biopsychology
in an undergraduate psychology course a lecture and reading on
phonemes
inwhich every person develops their verbal language from their social
environment based on their born capacity to pronounce twenty to sixty verbal
pronunciative sounds
withwhich
morphemes as words become
given a foundation of phonemes a lingual group develops a language that may or
may not be phonemically compatible with another language though they may or may
not have similar conversational lingual expressions as commonly called language
though a foundation of a varietal phonemes may be cause for a difficulty in
learning a language founded upon an other's varietal phonemes regarding
pronunciation and they by having a separate words for similar ideas may exist
independent of one another as a matter of pronunciative development
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the disgruntled herbivore
all were herbivores perhaps
nor necessarily
that within a fixed area
only so many of a given species can survive
and were it geopolitics

ate grass
assimilated to a fixed area
moved to suburbs nearabout a center
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a singular subjective perspective that cannot be improved upon
perfect
a singular objective perspective that cannot be improved upon
were their pursuit
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an haiku
two oaks near two species
a broader and a less broad leaf nor acorns were acorns from an oak
nor maple sap for maple syrup as I had hoped
though green and leaves changing october
and first snow will be boned branches for
wait
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education malpractice
the teacher
miseducation is a term introduced by john dewey
the introduction of a knowledge by a teacher and learned by a student which by
its introduction inhibits a learning of a future foundational knowledge
and were a curriculum introduced in a teacher training program to a teacher in
training and the teacher assumed their own classroom and taught and introduced
such knowledge
or were the teacher to teach an experimental lesson nor having been introduced
to an idea of the lesson's value in regard to future lessons and or educative
conclusivity
the student
may or may not be miseducated
whether a return to a prior stage of a curriculum in an interest of future
foundational lessons
and or
the student
miseducated and recognized as miseducated because of a curriculum
may be curricularly without advance due to an introduction of a knowledge which
may inhibit the introduction of other knowledges is
to say all knowledges may or may not be compatible
_
that which compels a teacher to teach a curriculum such as district or building
policy or parent teacher board policy or funding source policy or parent
conversation
the teacher in the classroom responsible
the knowledge of the student the beginning of a semester the knowledge of a
student measured sixteen weeks after at the end of the semester
eg a student loses six months of k-12 classroom experience and or nothing can
be done
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kinling
nor the smallest fire institute though necessary for a continuance
marshmallows
and the white gas liquid fuel to assist in a starting of
that which I shall lay potatos potatoes within the
ashes
the leaves are changing it is october in door county wisconsin and I have
pitched a new tent
tomorrow though tomorrow's tomorrow I will see the sunrise over lake michigan
the same lake michigan as chicago as mackinac as somewhere michigan geopolitic
east shoreline an easterly wind
a campfire a smoke
nor a journal to say I date poems
cherries sunflowers presently white whisky nor whiskey
wheat and ship
building
a travels from green bay to lake michigan now three bridges perhaps two
a former loom was rusted and landfilled and a fishing knife sturgeon a ka bar
marine knife
a regional travel
a planned private campground
not a conclusory poet and
tomorrow
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1
shall I teach what is speculation
whether I believe in hell
nor speculation
2
campfire
I laughed so hard I did not care who was around me
catalina island
there were leaders and I was fourteen
3
the difference atween
I am not waiting
while
a configurance manages the leaves changing that happen every year at this time
october eleven two thousand and twenty one four fifteen post meridian regarding
greenwich mean time [perhaps]
4
an aggrandizement of that which I do not believe aggrandizable and may or may
not be said otherwise
I was at the post office purchasing stamps just the flag stamps and they may
have asked whether the snoopy stamps and I said just the flag stamps
5
a life time warranty is how long
did you save your receipt did I save my receipt [north face] [patagonia]
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the exact structure of a poem
shall I say three five three sestina sonnet haiku
nor structure to ink though conceptual what is
the exact structure of a poem
puppies born
cardboard box kitchen
eyes clos'ed
farmcalf at dairy
a rope its legs farmer pulls
straw and wetness born
the exact structure of a poem
independent of content
the poet
as spelled
as sounded
the exact structure of a poem
exists afore a poem exists [question]
and what can be said of blank verse though
structure
and what can be said of a poem written in blank verse
a poem
and of blank verse
syllabic and lined as a sonnet and without rhyme scheme
petrarchan elizabethan
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the wind pushes the waves shoreward
lake michigan
midday I cannot expect sunset though sunrise
I cannot see the opposite shore like an ocean and freshwater
shorebirds
quiet and for the wind the sugar maples this time of year
changing
rustle
and the conifers are quiet
were these clouds gone tomorrow I expect because I have always expected these
clouds to be
gone
tomorrow
a water is permanent
tomorrow as well
an occasional ship and the lessons of a ship
and a ship is not permanent though
admirable because of that which can be admired of impermanence
say experience for naming
yesterday's patterns say experience for naming a surface
the stony beach and winter too
monologic
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may I smoke the hemlock
or rather
can hemlock be smoked
and for what reason
the youth are corrupted
again
all the while dialogic plato unto
science
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the ferry the car upon
the driver within and open wind
a waves
horizon east water and clouds
horizon west water and clouds
island bound
port
all of the cars all of the rows disembark
upon
soil
drive
away
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a metaphor does not change the original
what was a snakeskin bead with no hole
and described
as unique
as found on the ground
as aesthetic for being wrapped in silver wire and strung with other beads
and for its mythic want
and how a myth becomes common the longer a beaded myth is kept in a pocket
and whether I give you this bead
and whether you accept a bead to throw in a river
and whether you throw a bead in a river
and whether you find the same bead ten years later downriver with
the same mark you remember
and whether the same bead is again thrown in the same river
what was a snakeskin bead with no hole
was a snakeskin bead with no hole
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not nailing nails on the interior of your church
need not be excommunicated [question]
need not be defrocked
the coming of the cosmic christ
cline library auditorium the same as quincy troupe afore the northern arizona
literary festival with toni Morrison at the audrey/ardrey auditorium and others
though a period before matthew fox
nailed nails numbered nails in a church door as did martin luther
cardinal ratzinger decided other than catholic literature
cardinal ratzinger selected by cardinals to be pope benedict
retired
is still the pope
until the end of his natural age
the second pope francis
and regarding married priests in south america I disagree
and regarding female priests I disagree were there a question
though a dominican convent for retired nuns is eighty miles away inwhich
a chapel
cinnamon bread for sale
I have read three of thirty seven of matthew fox's books that he had published
since nineteen ninety eight and agree with cardinal ratzinger that thoughts and
ideas such as external to a catholic canon warrant a defrocking or a friendly
request to leave the catholic church as a priest educated in the dominican
tradition who became an episcopalian priest from what I understand
I remain catholic and live in madison wisconsin where matthew fox attended the
dominican sister founded edgewood high school after which he attended college
and seminary in dubuque iowa
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ahistoric
historiography is not revisionism though a separate versions of a single event
and were there a consideration of
the removal of an event
altogether
the likes of auschwitz
slowly transitioned in an ahistoric time period of three months into
a disneyland
the five elevator floors below the harvard museum of ethnology may know
I do not
though an ahistoric consideration of an event
were such possible
were to ask a question of an ahistoriograph[s] without their own version of the
event
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dyed yarn
reading yarn
upon a floor
as tea leaves
the bottom
of the teacup
like the hardwood looking
down
at
soon
is winter
and a scarf
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policy
were the teacher

law
what a senator votes for
and why
were an experience of the senator
as having lived
authoritatively and
convinced

the lobby
the stone floor cold to my bottom
and the marble statues watching me
type
until the lobby cleared
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what do you think of blasphemy?
that it exist
that there be a word called blasphemy
a subject for seminarians
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IHS
I have suffered
I have sinned
I have suffered were a consideration of oneself
I have sinned were a consideration of divinity and or a consideration of one's
moral perspective
IHS may be originally an acronym in latin
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the posthumous manuscript
nor life before conception because of the same reason
prehumous
cannot exist
for never having lived

the posthumous manuscript
published
[were it buried were it in a vault were it kept with the publisher were it
found posthumously]
the idea of a life's work
without regard to a sequestrations of experience though to say
a life's work is in one way contained such as a book
a school of research evidentiarily speaking
a raisonné of paintings
the posthumous manuscript
were completed [some] time before death
written
printed
held
the original manuscript still
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profundity is an aesthetic concept
were there a fitting of numbers to ends [then]
and an appreciation of
were there a painting
I like texture
nor only
the dutch master painting
smoothe in texture
like a photograph to appreciate differently than
jackson pollock squirting paint as a school of thought
a profundities are upon a reception
an attention
upon that which is received sensually is interpreted
though poetry
the literary arts including novelists perhaps a different reception of meaning
inwhich a representative intentions by the literary artist are inherently
symbolic as the letters of the alphabet and differently processed as to an
appreciator than a visual [sensual] form of art
the profound
is what I say the profound is because of my attention
say beauty
say vibrance
say political energy
[an ascription of value to an object a name]
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why would an hippie play golf?
for the experience
why would an hippie play golf a second time?
because they enjoyed the first time

I lost two balls in the water today
on one hole

and I am no hippie though
I prefer natural fiber clothing
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superduper
were superduper a verbal mention of a visual art object
instead say
mediocre

tidbit morsel seymour
of the smallest and
colloquial
were a question of
what is encompassing and
were an introduction
a part
and that which is interesting in itself though
a realization that
an entity of parts is
a greater entity nor
less interesting [perhaps]
the totality and
given its own name
[entire]
inclusive of
tidbit morsel seymour
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an aesthetic thought
object: the ten naked asian appearing women sitting around a circle playing
cards, plaster, life size, the interior floor of a gallery
an aesthetic thought
no tan lines
grayish skin
no hair
a museum gallery is quiet
a life size plaster sculpture composed of ten life sized plaster sculptures
does not move
art may be uncomfortable nor am I the first to mention
what a viewer brings to an experience may influence their interpretation of a
present experience
why are they not wearing clothes
who is the artist

[I do not recall]

[elvehjem museum / chazen museum madison

wisconsin]
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mediocre art is worse than bad art
the superduper were forgotten and
the bad art
I recall a civil war exhibit at the smithsonian american history museum in
washington dc inwhich
a log used for target practice by one of the sides had severed the tree through
the trunk and the remaining stump was on exhibit in a gallery the curator
mentions on a sign the stump was severed in battle
perhaps not bad art as a curiosity of civil war anthropology of soldiers is
relevant to a civil war exhibit though a curatorial sign I believe is incorrect
because the tree could not have been severed in battle though in target
practice repeatedly and were bad representation by the curatorial signmaker nor
necessarily bad art
the bad art
having seen a painting of a quaint mill next to a creek in a forest with clouds
and ambiance perhaps an appreciation
having seen a painting of a quaint mill next to a creek in a forest with clouds
and ambiance perhaps a mention of having seen the painting before in a kitchen
somewhere
and the catalog of original art with a painting of a quaint mill next to a
creek in a forest with clouds and ambiance perhaps a notice of the $99.99 price
tag inwhich an artist paints a final strokes on a formatted assembly line
reproduction of an original
perhaps not necessarily bad art as I may or may not have enjoyed viewing the
painting originally without question as to originality
the bad art
a painting of adolph hitler as a child at the madison museum of contemporary
art in madison wisconsin
a forty feet by forty feet screen print by andy warhol hung from the art museum
of milwaukee ceiling important for its size though a camouflage design of
colors other than those an army would choose such as orange and green and pink
and blue I found noticeable and memorable though perhaps significant because of
a cult of andy warhol and selected because of such a cult nor necessarily
because of an impressivity of the art itself
mediocre art I do not recall
superduper art I do not recall
a work of mediocre art I have called superduper a single time to a museum
director of education who reported to the museum director who mentioned the
word superduper to me conversationally a single time as well as the word
affinity in another conversational exchange which I mentioned in a graduate
class of professor schrag's who was an advisee of john rawls at cornell as an
undergraduate though it was a plum I was eating in which I mentioned an
affinity for and the following week a student sitting next to me mentioned
macintosh apples and how she thought of me
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planet news
a checking account debit card has numbers and letters that are unraised as
traditionally relief / textured cards were
I am identifying a sugar maple to tap for forty cups of maple sap to reduce to
one cup of maple syrup for pancakes there are several varieties of maples
though the canadian flag has an image of a sugar maple the sweet variety of
maple regarding sap it is october and tapping begins in february or march or
april inwhich a sugar maple sap will begin to return to the upper portions of
the trees to initiate a leaves for the spring season and the year the maple tap
will be poked into a drilled hole and will produce sap over several weeks into
a bucket
an atl atl dart will kill a deer an atl atl dart is six feet long and is thrust
by an atl atl handle thirty inches in length as a baseball thrower throws a
baseball the atl atl handle is turned down to give additional thrust the tip of
the atl atl dart is a spearpoint of stone of a metallurgical substance of glass
of an old butterknife of wood each sharpened to a point a four edged razor
arrow point found at cabellas may be applied to the shaft of the six foot long
atl atl dart
cbs news indicates ninety three percent of k-12 students are responding to a
pharmaceutical injection
cbs news reports a two hundred year old sword found in one hundred feet of
water near england may be in a museum some day the image on television is of
the apparent sword covered in barnacles and calcium deposits
the leaves are changing
a ferry ride to washington island roundtrip is forty one dollars I purchased a
new twenty five pound magnet on washington island
biblically speaking the seventh day god rested is the sabbath I celebrate the
sabbath on sundays from what I understand jews celebrate the sabbath on
saturdays and muslims celebrate the sabbath on fridays
bette midler used the word _fuck_ on twitter
father petri flew in an f35 [?] fighter plane so he mentioned and shared a
digital image on twitter
john lennon died in nineteen eighty though says give peace a chance on twitter
this is two thousand and twenty one
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the presentation of philosophy
the presentation of thought
an essay on the subjection of women
an essay on categories
an essay on a social contract
a book on a social contract
an introductory course text of issues and alternatives in educational
philosophy
a book on aesthetics
poetry:
holderlin
goethe
a form of the presentation of philosophy
material art were there an intended philosophy an intended thought
a question of philosophy
were what a receiver of presented philosophy presented thought may expect upon
a reception of a presented philosophy presented thought
whether interior design aesthetics are philosophy as intended philosophy
intended thought such as a particular message or a consideration of sensual
comfort eg in a living room
whether a contained curricular environment allows for a question
were a preconceptions afore reading a book of logic reinforcement to an
existing belief of logic upon having completed the book of logic
were a pottery designs of twelve hundred years ago evidence of philosophy [a
consideration other than cultural evidence] and what may or may not be deduced
from such pottery
and what my neighbors think of my aesthetic choice of birdfeeders as common
though other than their own
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in an elected order from two thousand and twenty one
elected governors of the great state of wisconsin and their siblings
governor evers may or may not be receiving state income from his former
position as state superintendent of public schools in addition to his
governor's salary though I do not know if he has any siblings
former governor walker from wauwatosa he mentioned on facebook tosa ate ham and
cheese to which aspiring lieutenant governor mandela barnes tweeted an image of
his own ham sandwich during the election former governor walker loss to
governor evers though before the election former governor walker hired
stephanie marquis as administrative assistant former public relations with the
mendota state psychiatric hospital though I do not know if he has any siblings
former governor doyle signed a bill into law from the state assembly and senate
for all long term health care facilities to receive their diapers in bulk
shipments from the state of michigan though I do not know if former governor
doyle has or had any siblings
former governor thompson became united states of america secretary of health
and human services retired became a pharmaceutical corporation boardmember and
may still be though may not have taught an higher education class had a brother
I read of in the wisconsin state journal a bar owner perhaps that passed away
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I appreciate blank walls
white over plaster with
hooks for chairs
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the russian painter the russian painting eighteen hundreds
fog and buildings and a gathered peoples
a street and snow and them lying in the snow
a helmeted authority with hammer to a bared foot
nor religious iconography
though the fog and
a visible rooftop seen
a cross

_

beach glass
round like stone
colored as seven up bottle as orange crush bottle as clear cola bottle
sand washed
broken glass
once sharp and cornered
now smoothe and collected
into an antique glass jar
the ocean

_

kelp forest
ten feet down
an abalone
and were there fish
it is the abalone I want
shell [mother of pearl]
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lake seaweed
on my legs
when I swim

_

lake mud
smells
the lake mud next to the shore

_

lake duck blind
lake cattail
lake ice fishing hole hockey
lake snow drift
a cleared ice now and a seaweed visible
ice shack
tip up
the car on the lake ice
the stuck car on the lake ice
the snowmobile
and at a spring's thaw a slush atop
an ice breaks apart
a bergs and floating
a boy puts a small dog on a spring floating ice berg
the ice berg floats out of stick's reach from shore
the poodle retrieved with a longer stick after a morning of looking for sticks
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equity is a different concept than equality
a given public appropriation of resources
are targeted
in that an appropriation addresses a need rather than
a mass of resources equally distributed
among a given population

social service
effort including one's labor
as targeted
serving food to the hungry
handing out blankets to drunks on the street at five am
opening a municipal doors of an open ballroom for the homeless on a twenty
degree below zero day
choosing a teaching career in an underserved community

a philosophy poem
so a cup of quarters in my volkswagen cup holder to the woman at the side of
the road
a rational poem is
a budget
reallocation is having successfully allocated and measured
so a cheeseburger to the apparent homeless man in cold weather because I saw
him when I went into the fast food restaurant though did not want to give him
cash
the darted target of one's effort as a one time effort
the post three year career of the teacher
were a teleological consideration
and every day is squared to choose exterior to the square upon
a completed effort
in an interest of longevity
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a survey of one interest
mythology
the rational the irrational
the rational the animal I have seen the taxonomic animal
the irrational
the imagined the invented the mammal with wings the talking snake the comically
inverted the raven and astronomy
a story and with moral attached
a gathered irrational stories a religion
a rational history a timed genaeological thought of heroes a religion
children and mythology
and how babies are made
and whether animals talk
adults and mythology
and theories of social attraction and the application of such theories
and why particular foods are eaten whether dietary or trendy
the rational story may approach death and its address
the irrational story may approach death and its address
a survey of one interest
as written
is the writer's
a survey is preliminary
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ornithorhyncus
the snouted bird
the nest of bear's hair
the sequoia and one hundred feet above
the needled earth
the sound of wind for egg's wait
watch
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sublime
only I know
nor word
the forest
from within
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saturation density
mow the grass
a forest burns
politicians say jobs
and the lone wolf
what tastes good
and the saturation density of lone wolves as
one lone wolf every ten square miles
what tastes good to each
and the lone wolf of lone wolves
sense
what tastes good
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on meeting an old friend
were reminisce
old poems and when
a presence then
but we are together and in one week I fly home
nor said
it is spring
shall we be old friends again until
it is spring and it will or will not rain
I could make a list
I like your dress
and a walk
and frozen yogurt
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the public funding of the arts
a percentage of a public construction project budget mandated for a public art
at the construction project
municipal aesthetics including maple treelined streets and sidewalks and
building codes and lawnmowing
a private donation to build a museum which may include eminent domain claim of
existing buildings to build a public museum
a mural / gentrification
art incubation as open art studios
a magnificently attractive center of governance or a decidedly utilitarian in
appearance facility for a center of governance
the public funding of the arts
should not exist
because
a publicly funded particular art will pass through a committee and reach
approval which is a selective consideration of those among a committee and
those who vote for such public art though
art is celebrated
nor prescribed in a consideration of deficiency such as
public beautification
morale
an explicit moral message
and that art is celebrated an artist is celebrated
I pay taxes
I appreciate treelined streets and sidewalks I appreciate a center of
governance
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a new solid
having had an old solid
metaphysics
and matrilineage and patrilineage
and a discovery of a new place which produces vegetables upon a six feet of
topsoil
and whether geopolitics or theocracy
and how a ship gets stuck in the suez canal
and whether gibbous is waxing or waning
and private property
and whether the education of youth in itself as saying is a philosophy in
itself
and whether health insurance is important
and the scars on our skin
and the trees have not changed
and the art
as documenting [question]
a new solid
and I am hungry
and all of my senses
nor invent that which is invented
the broken glass
I shaped into a coffee table
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stasis
were body begun at meaning at movement
stasis
were exterior were observational of an identical body
were stasis desirable
say death
ultimately
nor degradation of a body considered upon absence of movement absence of
meaning
stasis
as desirable I consider a physical stillness and there were a meaning
brought to quiet
nor meaning required
a center
meditatively speaking
and a distance runner and a long distance bicyclist and a cross country skier
meditatively speaking
brought to quiet nor considered as other than
stasis and
memory of
stasis
because there were no death though [silence] and what is without
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the good office
in the old building
there were the largest three times the size of the others in the far corner of
the secondary hallway darkly lit and quieter than the studented main hallway
the large office with the windows to the grassy hill and trees and the seasons
the same flooring as the rest of the department tall ceilings and a corner
office
not the good office though
the secondary hallway with an office on one side with a window and the office
shaped as a rectangle bilateral to the door the secondary hallway with an
office on the other side with no window and the office shaped as a rectangle
bilateral to the door
nor the department chair office
and the bilateral office in the studented main hallway with window admirable
for its occupant though not my interest as too trafficked an area
there were an opposite end of the second floor inwhich
the main hallway and a right hand turn a brief hallway to the right a classroom
to the right another corner office of appropriate size for bookshelves desk
chair and chair for an office visitor
an office off of the main hallway an appropriate size for bookshelves desk
chair and chair for an office visitor and a window to a lake [beauty]
the good office
the corner office near the classroom out of the way of the studented hallway
old doors I appreciate upon each
nor squeak
click closed solidly with brass lock
a name on each
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comic book art I recall from nineteen ninety one and
the state committee hearing on gerrymandering
a standing room only audience with a local mask mandate and
twenty senators asking
appropriate questions to
the gerrymander experts
nothing definitive and
the attractive young woman called hannah by her mother and
the cameras
I will read about tonight
with no illustrations
a cartoon is different than a comic in that
a cartoon is moving is animated
comic book art is still
a comic book may be thirty two pages in length each page with
a varied six panels of illustrated dialogue
a single page with a character drawn and color inked assumes omnipotence is
recollectable
[nor words on the page]
the state committee hearing on gerrymandering
were a twenty percented voting population to assume a senatorial majority
because of a district lines or had they since a last district lines were drawn
a question of fairness historically a question of fairness as well planning
that a district lines will be redrawn related to population and population
density centers
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tiny wooden beads and tea
room temperature
an unstained beaded strand long enough to fit about a neck without clasp
lipton
room temperature
and an open door
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who could argue diamonds are shiny

and amber
and beachglass
and backlit stained glass
and a brand new bicentennial quarter
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the bone around the marrow
lays there
and how are a bones scattered upon a tissue's decomposition
inches further apart than I would expect a bones on a ground
each of the bones
separated
all two hundred and six
including the smallest bones in the human body the ear bones three in each ear
were tissue remaining
inches further apart from each
separated
the marrow within each bone I cannot say
mortality upon a sight
I am covered in the edge of my own skin
to keep germs from
my bones included

the hollowness of bones
is a gathering of marrow for soup
a less weighted weapon
makes a simplicity of small bone beadmaking
I prefer not to smoke tobacco from an antler pipe
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movie review:
freaky friday disney movie nineteen seventy six
fish friday
mention jodie foster taxi driver with robert de niro contact as well [they
should have sent a poet]
fish is fish
a matinee with grandma and still light out when exiting the theatre
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the difference between s and f
s is the wedding ring finger on a keyboard
f is an index ring finger on a keyboard
f was used in slave days regarding slave selling posters in the place of s

ave ¢ .01
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before statehood
and the farms
and an history nor gathered
and were a territory realized
and a territorial realizer so too a state thus
and a living room as a capitol
and a wooden capitol
and a granite capitol
with senators and people
and constituents
and the farms
and an appropriated library for an history previously ungathered
and places to buy lunch
with currency approved by a state realizers
land nor necessarily land
and what geopolitics has to do with land
and
a boy a girl an uncut field of hay
a kisses
a summer age nine
before statehood
[then]
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the absence of music
is the wind sounding the leaves
and the windchime
the shuffling leaves
and the rain when there is rain
and the rolling water in the ditch when there is rain

and there is no sound to a rainbow
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the compliments of eye contact
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base camp
a caravan of gear to ten thousand feet elevation
acclimatization to a lesser oxygen
rest seven days in a lawn chair with additive free tobacco and irish whiskey
and sunglasses and shorts and wool fleece coat eating dehydrated soup warmed
over liquid fuel stove and coffee on a glacier a four season tents for sleeping
and hanging out reading
day seven
having acclimatized a packs packed and and elevational ascent depending on the
mountain as to how high and how heavy a packs are to a further base camp for
further oxygen acclimatization to summit and a return to the original base camp
after summiting on the final approach weather permitting
base camp
having returned to celebrate acclimatize rest
home having planted a flag
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stasis two
were the orbit of a body stasis and other constant features of movement and
were the start of one's day the same time every morning
were coffee
were a value stationed in a way reliable
nor the art on the walls questioned and a book lifted from a shelf is re placed
[then]
and it does not rain indoors
but for the open windows I allow
nothing is occasional
and all of the new buildings are done
the familiar is no question
nor a glossed eyes to beauty the late spring start of leaves a growing
wildgrass
were reason parametered for reason
were a burial trust were a burial plot were the headstone carved afore one's
death a question of patience I say no
and a finality considered as nature an orbit of one's own
and listen
nor reactive I say and know otherwise
a river pebbles sounding underfoot are clean and caused and
where the river ends is the ocean a thought
returning from the park
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how hard could it be
given interest
a question
having established a teleological thought
a float down the mississippi river
is fifteen hundred miles long
is eleven dams
given forty five floating days
forty five days of food at two meals per day will be required
and gear
a boat to float in of course
how hard could it be
having assumed interest
having grocery shopped
having loaded the boat with gear and food
and an umbrella and
a spirit of samuel clemens
how hard could it be
to put in
to float and sleep at a bank with a rope to tie the boat to a tree
portage around dams
unto new orleans
leave the boat hitchhike home
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the tops of the rolling hills
a clouds beneath
stretching my legs
the greyhound bus and sleeping against the window
knoxville station
twilight morning
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yarn
what is done with yarn I am no knitter [question] no weaver [question]
though metaphorical perhaps
a poet knits a poet weaves
the knitter she sits I say she because I have only seen female knitters
a pointy foot length needle in each hand
a wool yarn between each needle like a salad tosser
in front of her
a scarf
a sweater
a socks appear
and are warm when
I wear them
in the snow appreciatively
'wool shrinks you know?'

I do not bother her while she is knitting

she may or may not know I watch her while she is knitting

I may or may not write poems about her
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seal
paper and ink were written upon
history upon an understanding
a two peoples peopling an unknown
a calligraphic signatures and kept
in an old municipal cellar
with dust floating about forever
and the wax seal with the municipal colophon was
red
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voting rights
once three fifths for those designated
the voting age is eighteen
the meriter clinic was once my voting location though a municipal sign was
installed and I now have a new voting place
gerrymandering as a moral consideration does or does not appear on a ballot
a decision to vote positively a decision not to vote positively
petition
decision
were a candidate representative
were a referenda as written

literacy program without regard to efficacy
public relations related to the literacy program
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extinction burst
the sustained extinction burst that never bursted and still has not and may or
may not be recognized as standard
the picketer and the flyer-ist one day a week persistent all of seven years and
talking about
nor is authority measured
and recognized as authority as occupant of office
[there is a thing]
[which will or will not annoy an occupant of a voting office]
[who may ask a name an identity a photographic image of such annoyance]
[they go away]
[may or may not be realized]
and a new occupant of the office the opposite side of the two party system as
disagreeable
persistence is or is not a virtue
[the thing about policy assuming a social standard the thing about policy
advocacy upon such a policy assumption is an handshake is a letter in the mail
is a visit at open office hours is a volunteering in regards to a particular
campaign in regards to policy advocacy as if one were running for office]
and
run for office
were a constituents a foundation to speak with after the election as well were
a constituents [persistent]
extinction burst
who tires or is convinced from standard
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the direction of northeast is a compass direction
and to address a common facts:
the circumference of the earth is twenty five thousand miles around at sea
level
greenwich mean time is the origin of the twenty four time zones the
international dateline is between alaska and russia and may or may not be
related to the twenty four time zones
from the north pole to the south pole antarctica the international date line
separates alaska and russia as mentioned and extends through the pacific ocean
to the south pole
alaska is east of the international dateline and is the start of an eastward
thought from the west which is the east were one to consider russia
the equator is measured as circumference and bisects every longitudinal line
from the north pole to the south pole antarctica half way down the earth
the earth is round
longitudinal lines are cartographic in nature and include the international
dateline and geopolitically speaking a longitudinal lines may not be exactly
north south / south north though longitudinal lines extend north to south
cartographically speaking [imaginarily and in an interest of mapping and
sunrises and sundowns] may also be considered as extending south to north all
longitudinal lines meet at the north pole and again at the south pole
antarctica as the earth is round
latitudinal lines I shall say begin at the equator and are parallel to one
another
east of alaska several longitudinal lines is wisconsin
three quarters of the way south of the north of wisconsin is madison
madison is the seat of government of the state of wisconsin
there are libraries though etcetera
northeast
is algoma is sault saint marie are five lakes is tibbets lighthouse is new york
city is the seat of federal government and a public museums a lobsters in
boston a nova scotia with old wooden homes seaside atlantic ocean with
sailboats
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a proper way to sleuth
of a municipal line I am wondering
one of which I vote within the other a quarter mile from my residence of twenty
years
and a municipal sign erected near to my home and segments my home from my
polling location
at the county map office whether a new municipal border exists whether a
private entity sponsoring my polling location did so in philanthropic interest
withdrew its polling place interest because a city line is redrawn or become
more firm as a municipal line as the city has continued to develop in a compass
direction
public information
and my own interest
an archivists behind the county circulation question asking desk
can you tell me where the city line is and when the city line became the city
line where the city limit sign is newly presently and was I voting within city
limits prior were my polling place exterior to city limits in regards to city
voting measures
I ask
am told a municipal city a municipal city a municipal town converge
am told a finer municipal line exists north of an east west sidewalk qualifying
the private entity poll sponsor to poll in my city limits without regard to the
city limit sign next to the street one hundred yards toward my property from
the polling place
whether a municipal city a municipal city a municipal town borders have changed
in the last twenty years

a proper way to sleuth
discretionary object
the pen
discretionary object
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and having been bored by students
the educator attached a camper to his pickup truck called rocinante and set out
to see what interested him
with a camera the thirty five millimeter type
with pen and paper
with a teleology of documentation established
documentation is boring
there is a dirt road robert frost mentions, -the other dirt road
widens if followed
and long enough and a shortcut to a general store a mile from an interstate
highway further
on to the ocean
where the fish smell like the pier they are cut on and a dolphins are talked
about in english I mention because people do not chatter as flipper did
and having bored students
nor neglect to say fifth grade teaching is not childcare
and having bored students
amongst reading amongst mathematics
amongst protocol amongst etiquette
on to the big sky
to stand in a plain a single three hundred and sixty degree horizon and grass
grown to a knees a sky above say big sky and seen from an high plain with
tumbleweeds an only sky above a single drifted cloud and seen from a november
cornfield one three hundred and sixty degree horizon a single sky a single
horizon
a boredom question schooling a boredom question unschooling
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the emulation of the censor
and were silent as
frost become
the morning
sunrise eventual beyond
first light
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motorcycle cat [feline] liked to roam
so too a day is nocturnal half of the time and she returns
first light
to step on my toes
with her right rear leg as
I consume espresso

with sugar
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ivory tower
were ivory tower ivory towers I would title ivory towers
scrimshaw
the knife the mammoth tusk the mammoth bone the walrus tusk the whalebone
[question]
ivory tower
shown beneath the variant clouds
at altitudes depending on the clouds and whether to observe
ponder
an oldest etchings at a lower station
and how the knife became a maker of symbolic forms in variant penmanships in
a circular fashion upward
and there are a limits because
a symbols are terminal
a symbols require a climbing a ladder a peoples on each's back to reach the
last
to add
and that is only scrimshaw
and what I know
the classroom next to professor kliebard's office
were a place representative of that which is representative
ivory tower
nor an initial for having been though [ s l o w r e a d i n g ] with
a pointed instrument
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operant conditioning
src stimulus response consequence
negative reinforcement is a consequence were a removal of a negative stimulus
stimuli that an individual were otherwise limited by [positive in nature though
[skinner, 1957, 1959, ethicized 1967)

upon the operance of a senior english class by an english teacher
every individual wrote a poem
were there red ink and reinforcement
and essays
and book reports
and read shakespeare and personal writings aloud in class
a brief aloud critique from the notetaking teacher
upon the operance of a senior english class by an english teacher
a letter grade
every individual
evaluation

evaluation philosophies
1

bell curve .

eight percent of a class receive an a .

class receive a b .

ten percent of a

twelve percent of a class receive a c .

of a class receive a d .

ten percent

eight percent of a class receive an f .

2

all students begin with an a

3

pass / fail

4

categorical [gold stars/stickers] for each mastered task eg timetelling
on a class wall chart eg kindergarten
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fatigue of an endless war
I imagine trenches in world war one inwhich soldiers sit on the ground
waiting
and quiet
were there cheese and chocolate wrapped in foil
or no
and a parched land with bombholes and
dreams of loved ones away
the reconnaissance airplane horizon to horizon to watch because
were there tobacco
or no
fatigue is not bodily and for those wounded
an order from the commander in chief about the red sox
were it thanksgiving
foreign soil is no different and
of language
a word for [them] and what a word represents to use fully
a proper ending to go home and live within a meadow with babies growing into
parents who have children who ask questions of the war [inwhich]
a proper ending to an endless war
and a wind
like any other
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the sundayist
november's start
I could spell the trees and
a singled cars quietly passing on occasion and
pause
for a latent sunrise nearer to winter when
the days again grow longer by day
and that is a month from now
and sundown
begins when I am not prepared
an order to saturdays is
an order to sundays
nor framed and comforted in soup and reading what is or is not interesting
nor
today a crow
and larger than a raven and more scavengerial I have read
perhaps omnivorous though do not eat the birdseed
a candle
a flame to
throughout the evening a movie I have not decided
nor ambition to walk to the grocery store
I could make a list of desires
a new bookshelf
a creative construction of a birdbath
an altimeter
I set the clocks back an hour today
and for an hours' irregular being I
shall go to bed at my usual time
curious of accomplishment
daylight savings
perhaps winter begins though I consider winter january february march
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a matter of numbers
were zero included there are
three among minus one and one
and the trees near the road I do not count
I can estimate the kernels of corn in a fish bowl with a tablespoon and a
measuring cup
extra credit may be a consideration of a percentile a consideration of a bell
curve
and the days and hours of an average lifespan I do not count
bilateral symmetry
bicameral legislature
three branches of government and there were
five hundred words in the washington post cover article
the ream of five hundred pieces of paper the box of ten reams of paper
revolutions per minute the tachometer tachymeter warm and idling eighteen
hundred rpm [s]
the structure of scientific revolutions
replicability is
[and how to explain yellow] [though among the primary]
I have written and said aloud zero is no number and still offer a same regard
nor say zero is absence because there are three among minus one and one
an half cigarette lasts ten draws there are forty half cigarettes in a pack and
ten packs in a carton were I to count I do not count
I know the temperature immediately before sunrise is colder than an hour after
sunrise is a matter of experience and a three hour time period
and that which cannot be quantified
may or may not be a question
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on passing the time in a beanbag chair
brown velvet and once
a black widow spider on my leg as I was reading where the red fern grows
and that is only childhood
and a closed door
a black widow spider has a red hour glass figure on its abdomen underside
I had learned in an entemological lesson by age fourteen
a brown recluse spider variety of poisonous spiders can bite
a bite will expand to the size of a quarter and a depth of one centimeter
a black widow will bite and kill its bite-ee
nor a web the black widow spider
and the bean bag chair near my plug in alarm clock to go off at six am
monday through friday
a question of snuggling in a bean bag chair
and a closed door
one grows to adult age with the same furniture
a standing desk with shelves
a twin bed with another bed that pulls out from beneath the top bed [trundle}
and
a dresser with a battery operated coin bank atop
the same brown velvet bean bag chair
once a styrofoam beads leaked
on occasion moved to the living room to watch tv
immediately after high school and before packing to go to college
including a furnitures
a celebration of a life stage at a lake with high school friends
the brown velvet bean bag chair
after dark
set afire and
cast off to the lake's darkness inwhich it
extinguished after
an hour
one hundred yards distant nor longer visible
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private property
were one self
and the apple I am eating
from the apple tree in my yard
with the fence around
my home
except for the driveway inwhich
I drive my car into my garage

and about the air I breathe and that which I am about to breathe

a question of industrial manufacturing and
municipal smoke
municipal carcinogens
for what a wind drifts for what a valleys hold to air without movement

a natural resources
private property is easily considered with regards to currency
private property is differently considered with respect to sustainability and a
limited resources as well a consumption of resources by others that may have an
impact on me
private property is differently considered with respect to natural beauty which
may be considered public such as a night sky and a potential concern of
pollution as well as a terrestrial beauties such as canyons and rivers and
oceans which may as well be considered public as nature is considered public
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now what do I do
now that the garden has browned and
I have no more ideas
'cepting a bookshelf
a new first edition upon
a thing about old music is its clarinet or oboe perhaps
a tango on occasion t a n g o
a male's lead as a ballroom dance
dear prudence
spain was nice nor recall a ballroom though a mediterranean a mosque with a
chapel inside
and
I tapped a walnut tree as a sugar maple tree is tapped though november is not
sap season as march is sap season
it is the sweetness of new phloem new xylem new growth a sweetness of one
gallon one hundred and twenty eight ounces boiled to four ounces to cause syrup
I light a thirty five hour candle to expect a fifty five hours of candle flame
assuming I purchase a proper candlemaker's candle
about boredom
a thing about boredom
boredom is
realized upon boredom
having written a book having traveled for a month having developed a critical
perspective of art including literary art having voted in the last election
having seen a dead person having volunteered time and resources to a nonprofit
interest having considered for profit schooling kindergarten through twelfth
grade having made vegetable lasagna for a woman
now what do I do
having planned a retirement
now what do I do [and the headstone already] [question]
and lunch [question]
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poet's voice
an intentions of a first poem and
a second written and
a third
were a writing instrument a sound against paper
a keyboard
a sound forgotten
the end of the page another
were a poet's say
a voice is my own
and an audience were herald and offering balloons and confetti and questions
as to how
accomplishment is accomplishment
and whether to believe an audience after having returned home
and whether to write another poem
a fourth written and
a fifth
and an audience were herald yet upon
a poem's public reading and
a sound forgotten of their praise
were confidence the poet their disregard
poet's voice
a sixth the end of the page another
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[As birds drift by . . . ]
As birds drift by,
He casts his gaze ahead,
The prince, each encounter
A cool breeze on his breast, when
Silence falls about him, high
In the air, but bright beneath him
Lie his rich estates, and by his side
The young, eager for their first spoils.
But his wingbeat
Gives them measure.
Friedrich Hölderlin, ~ 1791, tr Richard Sieburth, © 1984

thought re [As birds drift by . . . ]
birds are no distraction
The prince and the pen
Practice were a future
A quiet room and open window
It is spring and sounds
A table an unlit candle a several scrolls a table is a desk
Practice were a future
Whether legible or not
It is spring and sounds
Wingbeats though his
Unnoticed
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lens cleaner
my t shirt
my breath
for to sight was a lighthouse
promontory
the ships will avoid a rocked land beneath the water
I read a book of a ship
failed to heed a lighthouse
when there were darkness as black as the sea beneath
where the ship now resides
[a reasonable book]
for to sight
the cause of a sounds are a pebbles walked upon
the shore
a varied sizes and all round for a rolling waters again again
smoothed upon each other and earth tone colors
for gathering the best
into a mantel jar near the vase with
the faded plastic flower
meant for change
for to sight the photograph of a lighthouse
for to sight the photograph of a giant vehicle on permafrost toward an oil rig
for to sight the photograph of the women with bare feet
for to sight the photograph of the giant vehicle on the permafrost toward the
oil rig
for to sight the midnight photograph of the milky way
for to sight a target for the archer
a draw
for to sight a country bicycle and a picnic a plaid blanket
and were a clouds unknown
[then]
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special characters
µ
mu micro
the small cows
and close to the ground
with little milk to give
and short barns
and small bells
the small cows
and long horns
and long hair on the end of their long tails
and close to the ground
said µ
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special characters
¬
logical root
the beet
the carrot
the potato
the turnip
below ground is a dark place inwhich
soil minerals
water
a leaves above
poke through a
surface
the farmer with
rake
yanks
the vegetable
for dinner
to boil
having cleaned the
¬
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special characters
≈
double wave
the shape of the sand beneath
~
single wave
the shape of the sand beneath
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double dagger
an inefficient weapon
butterfly cross
and crucifiable upon
nor christian
double dagger
a doubled hilt
an inefficience
say footnote
double dagger
a single dagger were used
the research article

‡
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first snow
wet
a grass still green
come down
silence
fluffs and watch
a moment
done
I expect a grounded permanence of white
the season near
thanksgiving
when the leaves
too
resemble
winter
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an hammer once is an hammer twice
the nail into the wall
the steel tool box the screwdrivers the allen wrenches the scattered nails and
screws the crescent wrench the hammer the socket wrench the sockets the zip
ties the pliers the safety glasses the wire cutters the wood glue
the drill next to the tool box
the saw next to the tool box
the nail into the wall
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the user of the tool
the writing instrument
waterman hemisphere black with stainless steel trim fine black ballpoint ink
and the cars slowed to noise at sundown
near quiet for the wind
from the mississippi river crossed
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death is in reference to material
1
for having existed
2
for having defined life
3
with or without a soul
4
life is material
5
life as having been born
6
life as having realized life
7
material exists
8
life consumes material
9
life interacts with material
10
having been born life as to assume a chronology exists
11
death as the finality of life
12
death is no empathy
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after the aftermath [when nothing has happened]
the stores in the mall were to change names a varied sizes of merchandise with
the same tag size
it is november
and toward the next aftermath I should
1

buy cans of soup

2

rice

3

water purifier

otherwise I think I am good
and how to entertain oneself amid an aftermath
I am not so fond of cards
depends on the aftermath I suppose
[when nothing has happened] the noon siren in a neighboring community sounds at
three o five-ish pm every day
[ ]
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fish eat fish
unlike nonfish eating nonfish
fish is fish
I was once told when I asked of fish not being meat
the pescatarian
the gilled pescatarian
for that which an habitat provides
underwater
I know of no vegetarian fish
eating seaweed and that which attaches itself to seaweed as botanical
shall I mention the size of a fish
that a small fish is dietarily consumed by a larger fish
that a larger fish is dietarily consumed by a larger fish
that a larger fish is dietarily consumed by a larger fish
there were a largest fish eventual though
I am no metaphor-ist
because
fish become no larger than that which an habitat provides
and underwater is dark I would imagine though
less so in lake habitats inwhich
an osteichthic predatorialism is
the muskellunge
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thrift store unification
were a municipal subsidy
I just wanted a bowl

and a look at your picture frames
I have recently ordered a new print and would like to properly curate the print
in my entryway
until I get tired of looking at the print
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let poets establish what remains

Hölderlin

for what remains is
only
were a poet's station
nor history
and to say a new will be
remembered a time
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how to ask a question of interest
having researched a subject
in sincerity
knock on the side of an open door gently two times and say hello
to the person sitting on the chair at the desk
I have a question
[...]
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gender roles
the man provides shelter and appropriates resources for clothing and food and
travel biannually with regards to two week planned family trips as well as
vehicles for each the husband and wife
patrilineal
having discerned gender roles I mention the following tastes of my own
denim dresses
quality cotton undergarments in the spirit of quaker-ism
garden vegetables
holiday celebration
a bookshelf
invitations to nature walks
an appreciation for silence
an appreciation for creative thought
an appreciation for candid conversation
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a one million pound fish will reel itself in
how to catch a one million pound fish
consider the fish
consider a sturgeon two hundred point plus pounds in lake superior
consider a one million pound fish
with teeth that bite off the heads of smaller fish
consider bait
the heads of smaller fish
and the line
eight hundred thousand pound test line just so the unnamed fish realizes it is
nabbed
the line is tied to a tree
the line is rowed to the center of the waterbody
the head of the smaller fish is dropped into the waterbody
after a period a day perhaps a month the tree will shake and
stop shaking and
the one million pound fish will be flopping about on the gravelly shore on its
own strength and eventually die for lack of water to gill
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thetic the thetic the polythetic the antithetic the theoretic the
synthetitheoretic and antitheoreal nor poly scatterplotted in a geometrical xyz
thought because
there were an interest and
a resource and
a bunch enough of time
to sway
a categorical opinions the likes of persuasion including
policy
but for the
who never attached a
nor
meaningfully
one positive theory among all the other positives is that
there are so many
and soon it will be spring after it snows enough to fly a kite
on a frozen lake
it is easy to create a theory
written interpretation of written description of witness upon witness
whether a self fulfilling prophecy upon a longitudinal study's interpretation
the hawthorne effect is a controlled study within a particular discipline
and
upon the nineteen fifties [?] research I will second a conclusion a watched
group a watched individual will respond differently than they would were they
not being watched [understanding they are being watched] [question] [including
an installed cameras in a ceiling in the year two thousand twenty one]
to make policy to make law to advocate formally to cause
de facto de jure were a principles governing
were no ethical question
a moral question
and of persuasion
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my new telemark skis
having not telemarked since nineteen ninety two and
only one time then
are circa nineteen ninety two
rentals
as were my nineteen ninety two rentals in nineteen ninety two
their dimensions are two hundred and five centimeters and
seven centimeters wide and
narrow enough to fit within municipal cross country tracks and
with metal edges that
they be allowed to grant access to a chairlift to ski at a downhill ski area
telemark skis are nordic downhill skis are alpine
nordic skis have bindings for a three pin nordic boots toe fronts to lock into
the skis and an heels are free to lift from the upper surface of a skis
a varied colloquy include 'pinhead' and 'free the heel free the mind'
my new rental skis arrived with nineteen ninety two telemark bindings will be
removed with a screwdriver
the naked skis
taken to a power jig drill mounter ski vise personnel to zert and install new
two thousand and twenty one mountaineering three pin bindings which will accept
my italian leather telemark boots
the skis will be stone ground and beveled and acceptably
waxed
and engraved with my name as my fifth grade alpine skis were
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one mark on a rock every time the sun comes up
with the charred end of the night before's meat stick
were eight thousand one hundred and twelve
to say calendar
a morning begins

nor say a counting
nor empathetic the village
though attention
curious
ugh [colloquial]
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the municipality named corporation the municipality named town of the
municipality named city
and there was a water supply
and there was a source of electricity
a city hall and or a living room
someone with a bicycle on occasion
an umbrella perhaps
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